NPR Covers MRFF: Space Force Bible Blessing Sparks Viral Outrage
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The MRFF argued that the Space Force blessing violates those instructions. The decision to use an official Bible to swear in Gen. John Raymond, the chief of space operations, followed. In the tweet, the Washington National Cathedral posted a statement denouncing the Bible blessing. "Today @WNCathedral blessed the official Bible for America's newest military branch. The utilization of a Christian 'blessing' of what's being called 'official' Space Force Bible at the Washington National Cathedral Sparks Outrage.

The MRFF said in a statement that it has received numerous complaints from several people as well as the MRFF denounced the designation, as it is against Air Force Instruction 1-1 that says leaders 'must ensure their words and actions cannot be used to swear in commanders of America's newest military branch.'

The MRFF argued that the Space Force blessing violates those instructions. The decision to use an official Bible to swear in Gen. John Raymond, the chief of space operations, followed. In the tweet, the Washington National Cathedral posted a statement denouncing the Bible blessing. "Today @WNCathedral blessed the official Bible for swearing in of all commanders of America's newest military branch. The utilization of a Christian 'blessing' of what's being called 'official' Space Force Bible at the Washington National Cathedral Sparks Outrage.

The MRFF said in a statement that it has received numerous complaints from several people as well as the MRFF denounced the designation, as it is against Air Force Instruction 1-1 that says leaders "must ensure their words and actions cannot be used to swear in commanders of America's newest military branch."

Further, MRFF will be planning to stop this matter in Federal court in Northern Virginia. The MRFF is beliefs that this fundamentalist Christian tyranny and oppression will fail, MRFF will plan to stop this matter in Federal court in Northern Virginia.
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